An essential function of language processing is serial order control. Computational models of serial ordering and empirical data suggest that plan representations for ordered output of sound are governed by principles related to similarity. Among these principles, the temporal distance and edge principles at a within-word level have not been empirically demonstrated separately from other principles. Specifically, the temporal distance principle assumes that phonemes that are in the same word and thus temporally close are represented similarly. This principle would manifest as phoneme movement errors within the same word. However, such errors are rarely observed in English, likely reflecting stronger effects of syllabic constraints (i.e., phonemes in different positions within the syllable are distinctly represented). The edge principle assumes that the edges of a sequence are represented distinctly from other elements/positions. This principle has been repeatedly observed as a serial position effect in the context of phonological short-term memory. However, it has not been demonstrated in single-word production. This study provides direct evidence for the two abovementioned principles by using a speech-error induction technique to show the exchange of adjacent morae and serial position effects in Japanese four-mora words. Participants repeatedly produced a target word or nonword, immediately after hearing an aurally presented distractor word. The phonologically similar distractor words, which were created by exchanging adjacent morae in the target, induced adjacent-mora-exchange errors, demonstrating the within-word temporal distance principle. There was also a serial position effect in error rates, such that errors were mostly induced at the middle positions within a word. The results provide empirical evidence for the temporal distance and edge principles in within-word serial order control.
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Introduction
The compositional nature of language allows humans to express and comprehend a nearly infinite number of ideas via a finite repertoire of elements. Although the units used to represent elements may differ within a language (e.g., sentence, word, phoneme, phonemic feature) and between languages (e.g., syllable, mora), the flexible use of element combinations allows us to deal with an enormous number of concepts and meanings. For example, in Japanese, ''tatsumaki'' (tornado) and ''tamatsuki'' (billiard) are different concepts, but they are represented by identical sound units. Similarly, ''a half-formed wish'' and ''a half-warmed fish'' express different meanings but employ identical sound units. However, ''a half-formed wish'' and ''a http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2014.03.002 0010-0277/Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
